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SYNOPSIS
a:mc::=c::=c=c::::mCll:)c:z::te:::t
The problem of accurate bolt calibration has come about as a result
of the recent popularity of structural connections using high strength
bolts. For the purposes of this report bolt calibration has been defined
as the relating of internal bolt tension to some other readily observed
quantity. Information contained in this report was compiled largely
1
from control tests conducted at Lehigh University in connection with the
L~7'ge Bolted Joints Project. All bolts used in these investigations were
JiSI'fil Am 325. This report is intended to ~eview available bolt calibration
procedures and to discuss fully the procedure used at Lehigh.
,
-.. Io I N T ROD U C T ION
"'~IiIIi;J_c..~_caoe-DQDe.:I~
1.1 Purpose and Scope
In structural joints connected with high strength bolts it is generally
assumed that working loads are resisted by frictional forces acting on the
faYing surfaces of the connected plieso These frictional forces, in turn,
are created by the internal tension induced in the bolt as the nut is tightened
~
against the connected plies. Accorfng to the classic theory of static friction,
the value of these frictional forces depends on two things& the coefficient
of ~tatic friction and the normal force. This normal force corresponds to the
i1!l'Gerna,l tension or "clamping" force in the individual bolts which go to make
tIp a bolted connection.
When a.bolt is tightened in a joint under no external load, it possesses
a specific internal tension. As load is applied to the joint, however, this
internal tension changes because of bolt deformation and because of change~
in the grip length as the .gripped material deforms under loado Thus, if one
~dshes.to evaluate the slip characteristics of a bolted connection, he must
first know at least the initial claplping force exerted by the bolts in the
.,'.,.,' .
pattern. Assuming that this information has been recorded, there still remains
t~he problem of knowing the~xact static coefficient of friction between the
connected plies. A research worker could evaluate the nominal coefficient
of friction of a joint in single shear in the following manner.
K m Slip Load a Pa(nominal) Initial Clamping Force Tr
Due to the change in internal tension as external load is applied to the joint,
t~is coefficient of friction is by no means the exact coefficient. If one
desires to know the exact coefficient of friction he must know the history
of the bolt tension so that the clamping force at the instant of slip is known.
= Slip Load 9 Ps.~. (actual) Clamping force at siip Tf
...1
"I)
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It is evident, then, that there may be some variation in reported coefficients
of friction depending upon when the internal tension measurements were taken
and also on the procedures used for establishing the calibration relationships.
Furthermore, the exact time in the loading sequence when the internal tension
measurements were taken is of utmost importance, in reporting a value of co-
efficient of friction. One may think of this coefficient as merely a number
which must be accompanied by the bolt tension history before this number takes
on a real meaning. For example, a bolt in a joint under an external tensile
lo&d~ measured before external load is applied, may have an internal tension
At the instant before slip, however, this internal tension may be
measured and found to be only 30k due to a combination of the factors previously
mentioned. Suppose there are five bolts in this joint and the joint slips
at an external load of 52.5 kips. This slip load' is definite and unchangeable
but, depending on which internal tension value one uses, two coefficients of
fri9tion ~y be computed. '
K ',ll!l ,Slit Load ' I!! g2
x
•.5;Sk "',0.300
. (nominal) Inriai Clamping Force
It (actu81)' "Slip Load'. ".. !II ~_.- 0.348
• , Clamping Force at Slip
.' :'. - • I
From, this brief ~ample then, it ma.y be argued that the term "coeff~~~Emt of
friction"" is not j the correct term to, use since it ,is subject to variation as
. "'; i. '.. _ }. . ~ .' . .
shown. Initial bolt tension is rather easily determined while the tension
actually existing at slip is a much more difficult thing to obtain. In view
, '
of this and in order to avoid confusion the coefficient has been termed "slip
coefficient". Slip coefficient may then be defined as followsg
Slit Load Paks '" 'In! ial. Ciamping Force l!!I 'ri
.. " .. ...,~... '
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1.2 Bolt Calibration RelationshiEs
The relating of internal bolt tension to some readily observed quantity
if kn.own as bolt calibration. It is through bolt calibration that internal
tension can be measured. There are, however, a number of different methods
used to obtain this measurement. They includeg
a) Internal Tension vs. Torque
b) Internal Tension vs. Elongation
c) Internal Tension vs. sR4 strain gage output
d) Internal Tension vs. Load Cell Output
~~h wd~thod presents its own advantages and disadvantages.
l!nsion vs. Torque
Since turning the nut of a bolt against the resistance of the gripped
material induces an internal tension in a bolt, one could use hand torque
wrench readings as an indication of the tension in the bolt. As early as
1930, C. Batho and E. H. Bate~an(l) conducted studies to determine the amount
<of 'torque required for a given factor of safety against slip. They concluded
that ,the amount.of torque required would increase as the cube of the diameter.
The also reported that the bolt1s more highly stressed during the tightening
process than it is after the wrench has been taken off. Munse, Wright, and
Newmark(2) offered a simple relationship for determining the amount of torque
required to induce a given tension in a bolt.
TO~UE III KPD
D is the nominal bolt diameter; P is the bolt tension in pounds and corresponds
to Ti of this' report.K is a dimensionless factor which depends on the material
and the condition of the surface of the threads, nuts, and washers. It may
~ange from approximately 0.18 to 0.29 for bolts tested in the as-received
conQition. Afair approximation of, the torque may be obtained by use of K • 0.20.
..~
..
From a practical standpoint~ this relationship between the torque indicator
o~ a manual torque wrench and internal tension induced in a holt is erratic
and results in a wide spread of tension values. In the Research Council on
Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints specification for assembly of joints using
high strength steel bolts, however, a table of equivalent torques is listed
as a guide to proper bolt tensions. The main reason this specification lists
tens:l.cm-torque values is that there is no better method available to check:
bolt tensions in the field •. After all, one must certainly realize that an
erector does not require the. same accuracy as does the laboratory technician.
As other bolt calibration procedures are discussed~ it will become evident
that &.torque criterion is still best suited for inspection purposes.
Tension vs.Elongation
A tension-elongation relationship has been used by many investigators.
The method consists of stretching the bolt in someway and measuring the re-·
r.,ul,ting change in. length with an extensometer type measuring device. In 1954
Hechtman(3), while investigating "Slip of Joints Under Static Load" calibrated
each bolt used in the tests at its exact grip to obtain the relationship be-
t~en directly applied bolt tension and elongation. Petersen and Munse(4)
used this elongation relationship in their tests on bolted connections at the
University of Illinois.
With properly designed instruments, accurate elongation readings are not
difficult to obtain. The extensometer must be capable of indicating changes
of .0001" in order to be successful. As loads are applied with a loading
device, corresponding elongations can be recorded to ultimate load and beyond.
'this is quite a simple labora~ory procedure.
In the tield, however, it would not be feasible to record zero lengths
G3ch bolt installed.
Since the correct internal tension is a function of change in length of a
bolt, this tension-elongation relationship has no practical field application.
Tension va. SR-4 Strain Gage Output
Another method for calibrating bolts is to mount SR-4 type strain gages
on the bolt. As load is applied to the bolt by some means, the material
"strains are picked up by the gages. G. A. Maney(5) used this scheme mounting
\
the gages diagonally on the bolt barrel to measure normal tensile and tarional
8he~ring unit stress. He concluded that before a bolt is twisted off or the
th~ads are stripped, the metal of the bolt is stressed in tension beyond
-the proportional limit. When the axial stretch of the threaded portion apa
proaches its ultimate value, the threads of the elongated bolt no longer fit
'the threads of the nut and tremendous frictional resistance develops. This
binding of the threads then causes either thread stripping or shear failure
. in the bolt.
In a separate article on "Bolt Stress Measurement by Electrical Strain
Gages ll (6) Maney describes how SR-4 gages were mounted on lines "450 to the
bolt axis to produce readings of. axial load in the holt. The bolts were
tightened with manual torque wrenches so that torque-tension. relationships"
were finally obtained from the primary tension-SR-4 gage output relationships.
. . ' . ". .. . . .".. -. ....' ..
" Once this latter relationship has been successfully established, any.desired
. . . . .
prestress; can be placed in a bolt by hand torquing or direct pulling until.
the required fI~rain increment is attained. "
Petersen and Munse(4) checked their tension-elongation readings with
SR~4 gages mounted 1200 apart on the bolt shank. The lead wires were passed
th:!'olJr:hsmall holes drilled in the head of each bolt. For bolts with strain
gages they found it necessary to drill the holes in the connected material
in. larger than the nominal bolt diameter to accommodate the ga,ges.
These preliminary, precautions do not effect laboratoryprocedure" but would
play havoc with fabricators and erectors. It should also be noted that the
strains in the threaded portion within the grip area will be greater than
those indicated by the output of SR-4 gages mounted on the shank of the bolt.
Also, SR-4 type gages are limited since they are ineffective beyond the
elastic range.
In summary, then, this method of.calibration is satisfactory for some
laboratory work. It does not,. however, use the gages as effectively as
would 'be possible with'a few modifications.
!~~~!~~m~. Load Cell Output
A. load cell is a cylindrical piece of steel into which the bolt to be
calibrated is inserted. SR-4 type gages are mounted on the outside of··tlie
loa~. cell I'~tht:lr than on the bolt shank. R. L. sanks( 7) descr1be~ a load
cell (jesigned for use at the University of ,Utah. This cell .was very sati$fatory
. .
in overcoming errors of creep and lack ,of ulliformity in materials Imd hetit
tNa~D.leIlt.~ "Sillli,lar load cells were used at the University of nlinoi~. Fotir
eledtrib.
c
stf.ai~' rosettes were locat,edat 900 around the outside, shell. One
disadvantage of the load cell is that separate load cells must be used for
®achboltSize~ 'Also, if one tries"to use a load cellon a bolt in a~onnection,
thebbitmust necessarily be longer than Standard by the length I of the lo~~
cell. '. 'On the other hand, its accuracy is ~ery good and reliable.
Afte~ studying and considering each' method of bolt calibration, it was
agreed that the internal tension-elongation 'relationship best suited the
calibr~·tiibn needs at Lehigh. The number of bolts to be calibtated was' qUite
large in 'view bi the overall plans'pfthe Large Bolted Joints Project which
includes the use of bolts of ',numerous lengths and diameters. Our need, therefore,
was for a/direct and s:Lmple pro~edure for accurate calibration•
. ',. ,.
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The testing, equipment and instruments had to be long-range items which could
dependably produce sinii1ar results over a period of years. Also, since the
tuzn..of-nut procedure (8) was used in bolting up these joints, continuous
readings during the tightening process were not necessary.. Therefore, the
tension-elongation relationship was actually best suited for calibration"
and, -. subsequently, for determining.changesin length/'of: ,each bolt in a;;aarger
joint..
1.3 Methods of Inducing Tension
-There are two ways of inducing tension iIi a bo1t~ Since the method of
inducing the bolt tension has a marked effect on the tension-elongation
JDe'1~tionship, these methods will be discussed.
To induce an internal tension in a bolt, it ~s necessary to stretch
the bolt 'in some way.. This can be accomplished by subjecting the bolt to
a direct axial load (direct tension) or, more realistically, to cause the
bolt to elongate by turning the nut against the resistance of gripped material
(torqued). This latter method more closely simulates the actuai field condition
1Where the bolts are generally tightened with a pneumatic impact wrench. It is r-
of inter~st to note that tensions induced by this method are ultimately lower,
than tensions induced by a direct axial pull on ~he bolt.. H. ,0,. Hi1l,(9? in
Ellis. ~:rt.iclf:l nDoe~ Torque Weaken Bolts?" rep()rts that when bolts ( ..l5%t()~24% carbon)
: ,I' '," _. " '.''.'" , " ',..• .'\.;, ,.,""
were pulled to failure by, tightening the nut, the ultimate strengths in
tension were reduced to about 68% to 75% of their values in pure tension.
The direct tensio~ method, on the other hand is better suited for lab-
oratory work.. For this reason, the ASTM specification govermng A325 bolts
advocates direct tension type test. In summary, then, while torqued calibration
best simulates actual conditions which would be encountered in bolts installed
in the field, the direct tension method for inducing tension is best suited
to 'laboratory and control testing. Both procedures have been investigated in
tJ1El tests conducted at Lehigh.
) 20 MAT E R I A LAN D E Ql:J I P MEN T
2.1 Bolt Properties
All bolts used in the bolt calibration work at Lehigh were ASTM A-325
high strength bolts with quenched and tempered washers.9 heavy .semi-finished
nuts.9 and standard thread length. The bolts were furnished by the Lebanon
Plant of J;3ethlehem Steel Company and included 7/8".9 1".9 1 1/8" diameters.
202 Preparation of Test Bolts
The first important step in the preparation of test bolts consisted
of :'Ldl£)ntifying each bolt. Lot designation and bolt numb~r were stamped
~n the head .and shank endso In this manner each bolt of the lot was
positively identified.
A second and' most important preliminary operation was center drilling
holes in the center of the ,head and shank ends to accommodate the points
of the G-frame extensometer. The center drilling was done with a standard
c~nter dr11l;type 217.9 so that the depth of the countersunk portion was
between 1/32" and 1/16" in depth. No attempt was made to provide each bolt
in a certain lot With a constant length under head since one need only
idoncern h1m.self with changein length to determine the elongation of a bolt.
For each bolt, hOWever.\l these center-drilled holes provided a constant
point of contact :'with the extensometer tips' thus removing a' majorsou.rce
of error~' The'included angle of the countersunk portion of the cerrter
drilled hole was greater than the incllldeg angle of the extensometer points ..
In tpis manner the point of contact between the bolt and the tips of the
measuring device was the inside edges of 'the counter sink and not the bottom
of the hole.. This provided a protected measur~ng surface which could not
be damaged during the :impact bolting procedure ..
2.3 Description of Equipment Used
The equipment necessary to establish the internal tension-elongation
:l't<fr,®'tlonship for both direct tension and torqued calibration was as follows:
.!!!!iing Machine
In the direct tension phase of this study, the 300K Baldwin testing
machine was used to induce the internal tension in the bolt. The machine
is hydraulically operated.
,Tension Grips
In order to use the 30cK Baldwin testing machine special tension grips
(Firgure 1) were needed. These were designed for loads up to l20K with the
center holes large enough for testing 1 1/8" bolts. Bushings shown in front
'Of ~he grips were designed to modify this center hole to accommodate 1" and
7/8" diameter bolts with the usual clearance of 1/16". As the scheme for
beginning this bolt calibration was being formulated, the advantage of using
these grips as holders for bolts during torqued calibration was realized
since the same weighing system could have been used for both phases of the
work. When inducing tension by tightening the nut with a manual torque wrench
or an impace torque wrench, this idea had to be abandoned since the impacting
of the nut with the bolt in a standard testing machine was not considered:
good practice. Also, tension grips designed with sufficient throat to
~coommodate a manual torque wrench or an impact wrench would have been
-10
extremely cumbersome.. Therefore, the testing machine and tension grips were
replaced in the torqued calibration plase by the Skidmore-Wilhelm device ..
The Skidmore-Wilhelm Calibrating Device(lO)
The Skidmore-Wilhelm bolt calibrator was used to measure internal tension
in the torqued calibration series of tests. It i~" a .commercial device man-
ufactured by the Skidmore-Wilhelm Manufacuring Company and is commonly used
.to adjust impact wrenches at the erection site.. In actual field procedure a
bolt. is inserted in the device and held in place by changeable bushings and
~lates so that one machine can be used to adjust wrenches on a number of
different bolt sizes. Tightening the nut transmits pressure through the
hydraulic load cell to a specially calibrated gage indicating bolt tension
in pounds. By observil'ig this gage as a bolt j ~ being torqued in the device,
the operator can adjust the air pressure or torsion bar control so that the
wrench atallsas the bolt is torqued .to any del'lired tension.
. . ~ . .. - . .
When.the turn-of-nutmethod is used to install bolts, however, the
Skidmore-Wilhelm· device is no longer necessa17 except for calibrating manual
torque wrenches used for inspection purposes.
. '.' . . .
The Skidmore-Wilhelm used at Lehigh was loaned to the Fritz Laboratory
by, t.hEil,·Erection.Departm.ent, Fabricated Steel Construction Division of Bethelhem
'", .-.' , '. ~." .
Steel Cpmpany. This particular device had been modified by Mr. J. J.Higgins
so' that bolts which were torqued to various l~vels of prestress could be
jacked statically to failure. A hydraulic pump was connected to the pressure
cell of the Skidmore-Wilhelm. Figure 2 shows the calibrator with the pressure
hose leading from it to the hydraulic pump. Connections were designed so
• .' , .... ",t
that this modification.'in no way impaired the operation of the device during
standard operation.
...11
Additional modifications were added at Lehigh to provide the necessary
4 inch grip. Solid packing washers were machined to iipack out" the Skidmore-
Wilhelm for this purpese. To accommodate the C-frame extensometer used to
measure elongation (Figure 3},9 the calibrator was used in the horizontal
position which is cont~~I.7 to usual field procedureo Accuracy of readings
was insured by the calibration of the device in the l20K Tinius Olsen
Machine before and after testing (Figure 4) 0 Testing machine load was plotted
~gaiDst Skidmore-Wilhelm loado From the resulting calibration curve it can
b@ ~een that the Skidmore..Wilhelm load was approximately 3 kips lower than
the teBiting machine load at any point on the curve. The curve was established
by oontinuous loading and points on it were substantiated by rapid loading
toO simulate what happens when the nut is tightened to one half turn ip
approximately 6 secondso
;
C-frame Extensometer
w.:r:::n=n
Figure 5 is a photo of the extensometer used in the tests at Lehigh.
t~$~surements were obtained from the Ames Dial which was capable of indicating
changes in length of 00001". As stated previously.9 the tip of the dial
plu~er was made so ~hat theJXlint would not rest on the bottom of the center
drilled holes. The pointed tip at the other end of the frame was threaded
and provided with a knurled lock ring so that it could accommodate a:'m:i.riimwn
,.
len~.~h;~;tp ~o;t~p of 5 1/21t and a ma.xi~uml~!1gth of 9 1/4". In~dd~tion';.i
: ~-' '~:': ',: - .. '
counterweight; was. attached so that the instrument would balance in.the Yertical
~ ":~::'. - ... ".: " I ~. .,,' .', ': ';" ",' ',I :;-: '.;",~'._.:
position .. whe~-,mounted ona bolto Readings were considered accept-able when
;_. " . -, .,'. . .
three consecutive trials agreed within 00002"0 In some instances it was
f:ound that a fine spring :placed over the dial plunger between the tip and_
. .
~he case reinforced the dial spting thus making it easier to reproduce reagings
'iJi-thin this liriiito
,...12
Impact Wrenches
Both wrenches used in this calibration sudy belonged to Bethlehem
Steel ...Comp~nY.aQ.dl were operated by their erection crews. The first was a
. .
Chicago Pneumatic 610 and was used for 7/8" diameter bolts. A Chicago Pneumatic
612 wrench, capable of exerting more energy, was used to torque I" and 1 1/8"
bolts. EYPodermic pressure gages were used to check the air pressure in the
lirie at the wrench to insure adequate air pressure.
_I _:
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3. DES C RIP T ION 0 F T EST S
3.1 Direct Tension Calibration
Since all the bolt calibration work done at Lehigh has been in the
form of control tests for the Large Bolted ~oints Project,9 all bolts were
tested with a grip distance of 4 inches,9 the same as that of the large joints.
Single bolts were pulled in tension in the 300 kip Baldwin machine while
elongations were read using the C...frame extensometer. Figure 6 is a typical
view {)f· a bolt as it was being tested in the Baldwin machine.
Procedure for obtaining a direct tension vs. elongation curve was as
!wlh~~; The bolt to be calibrated was selected and center drilled before
testing began. It was then inserted in the loading device and the grip
distance of 4 inches set with a steel scale. More accurate methods of setting
tne grip length were not necessary since the actual grip of the large joints
was subject to a certain amount of variation due to mill tolerances. Zero
readings of elongation were taken with no load on the bolt. Load was then
~pplied to the specimen in five kip increments to 36,9050 ,9' the specification
value of minumnm elastic proof load. At this point load was removed in
increments to zero. The bolt was then meaured a second time at zero load
to insure that the perman12nt .. elongation did not exceed the specification
maximum of .0005 inches. Having checked the mininmm elastic proof load ra-
quirement,testing was resumed in similar increments of load.
This method provides corresponding load and elongation readings all
the way to rupture. However,9 as the curve becomes relatively fiat, it is
generally advisable to change from a load increment criterion to an elongation
~_nerement criterion. This procedure was used to establish the Tension-Elongation
(,11rve in Figure 7. While load increments were used,9 the extensometer was
left on the bolt? but when higher loads were reached,9 it was remo~ed during
t.,
loading and replaced after the load had been allowed to stabilize•. When
a desired elongation was reached the loading valve on the testing machine
was closed. A slight drop in load was noticed after the value was closed.
This dropping of load was to be expected and can be attributed to leakage
in the hydraulic system of the testing machine as well as to stress relaxation
in the bolt.
3.2 Tor~ed Calibration
The primary objective of this series of tests was to establish tension...
elOllg~tion relationships caused by turing the nut rather than pulling in
direct tension. Curve:s of tension VB. elongation were established for 7/8n,
l~ ~~cl 11/8" diameter bolts coming from various lots. Initial elongations
were measured with the extensometer at a snugging load of 8000 on the bolt.
This load was chosen to simulate the II snug" position of the tum-o.f-nut method.
. _. ... I' ,
,.. - -An initial load of 500e was set on the Skidmore-Wilhelm gage» but the 3000
correction factor determined from the calibration curve of the Skidmore-
vli1helm caused the actual tension in the bolt to be 8000 4*. This relatively
;!J';fi2..11 amount of tension was induced with a spud wrench. Using an impact
wrench» the nut was truned in 45 degree increments. Load and elongation
readings were recorded at each increment until failure occurred or until it
..
't'lSS felt that failure was imminent. At this time the nut was removed and
the final length of the bolt was recorded under zero load.
Secondly, there was a question as to how a bolt which was elongated
by, continuous torquing would compare with the curve established by 45 degree
increments of turn. An impact wrench was again used to continuously turn the
nut a predetermined rotation increment. Rota.tion increments of 1/2 turn,
1 turn and 1 1/2 turn were chosen. This procedure also served the dual
purpose of checking the effectiveness of the turn-of=nut method in achieving
specified bolt tensions as well as the uniformity of tensions in a number of
""\ 3.3 Re...use of High Strength Bolts
A third and final portion of the torque calibration program was designed
to investigate the possibility of re-using high strength bolts which had been
previously tightened beyond the elastic range. To begin, a 7/8" diameter
bolt was torqued in 45 degree increments from a snugging load of 8000*".
Load and elongation rea.iings were taken at each increment and represent one
:: "" ,..
point on a graph. After being tightened one full turn from the "snug"
position;. the nut was reversed and load removed to simulate the removal
©:l' t;, used bolt•. When a load of zero had been reached the nut was re-tightened
. , . ~j .
ijj .8 45.d61gree, increments· from the same snugging load of 8000# ~ Load and
~longa~ion read~ngs were taken during the entire reloading 'operation to
roptu:r:e. In thi,s manner a complete Load-Unlo~d';;ReloadCurve tor a 7/8" .
4325bo~~wa:s established.
,3.4 Qom:garison.of Calibration Procedures
::: ~he da~~obtaineg it? the three preceding test series allows one to
:make gertain comparisons d~signed to relate the two procedures, d:irect :ten~;on
!. • • :: ' ., , .• ' ::, L ~.
andtorqued:,calil:>ration.'· First, one can compare tension-elongation curvesJor
: , " .. . ., " '., ; .' ."~
each,mei~d(j ()~ t~ee commonly used bolt sizes, 7/8" 1" and 1 1/8". From the
torqued calibration data one can COMpare the'results of torquing by 45 degree
~crements with the more realistic continuous'torquing method.. This comparison
'It1illteil·Whethe~it was necessary to obtain a complete clirve to check loads
and elongation and whethertum-of-the-nut procedures were adeqUate.
'. ~
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40 'T EST R'E S U L T S
Direct Tension Calibration
Since three sizes of bolts were tested in each phase of these tests,
a p~rt.ion of this discussion.will be devoted to each particular size.
Figure 8 is a table showing the resUlts of the entire bolt calibration study•
.7L8" A325 Bolts,
Bolts from three different lots of 7/8 ft bolts were tested in direct
ten;£lion. According to the ASTM specification covering high strength bolts
(A325~52T), the minimum proof load of 7/8" high strength bolt is 36.05 kips
while the minimum allowable ultimate load is 53015 kips. Figure 9 shows
the average Load-Elongation Curves for three lots of bolts. It is evident
that the B-lot of 7/8" bolts are minimum strength (10201.6% of specification
minimum ultimate) 0 Of the five B-lotbolts tested in direct ten~i()11~,J1P:ne
"'.::' ,": ':'.;.' '." I".
ex:ce~,~~,d:,~hr,;~p~?'Jficationallowablefor pennanent elongation. It shoul,Lbe
noted, however, that this test was carried out over a grip of four inches
'CIDich includes 4 1/2 threads in the grip area and not the six full threads
ca.lled for in the specification. Results from these five tests were quite
1!1!Thi±\:n'm so the average critical values given here may be tenned representative
IJj)f each bolt in lot Bo The average ultimate load was 5403K and rupture
occurred at 45. 75K• IIRupture occurred at an approximate elongation of 003.
The second group of 7/8" bolts tested came from a lot desi~~teci;\he
Z""lot:";' TheY"di£r~red from bolts ?f the B-lot in that they were 113037% of
specification minimum ultimate o Eight Z-lot bolts were tested in direct
tension. The average ultimate load was 60.38K while the average rupture
""., ,
:L()~d was 49K" Rupt~ occur~d at an :elongation of approximately 0 024" 0
This difference in strength of the basic material was anticipated. According
'the mill report's, the B-lot of bt:>lts had an ultimate strength of 54.l5K
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whi1ethe ultimate load of the Z...lot was listed at 59 .. 49K.. Figure 10 shows
three types of direct tension failures of Z...lot bolts.. These types of failure
may be termed typical of all 7/8" bolts tested in direct tension..
The third lot of 7/8" bolts tested in direct tension was the D-lot.
These bolts were 106.. 70% of. the specification ~I.linnpp.."ultimate.. Ultimate
load was 56.7K and rupture load was 45.8K• Appr~te elongation at rupture
was ..25 inches.
1" A.325 Bolts
~~~..
ASTM specifications list proof load.for 1" bolts at 47 .. 25K while ultimate
lo~d ~~st be ~tleast 69 .. 7K.. Again~ two lots of bolts were tested.. First
of these was the Y lot from which five bolts were actually selected. T};1e
~verage ultimate load from these fi~e specimens was 73 ..0K while average
rupture load was 62~5K.. Each bolt passed the permanent elongation at proof
load check.. Rupture occurred at an elongation of .. 38 inches.
The second lot of In. bolts tested was designated the A-lot.. It was
106..35% of specification minimum ultimate strength.. Average rupture load
was 63 ..6K occurring at an elongation of approximately ..33 inches.. Figure 11
and Figure 12 are photos of typical 1" tensile failures.
1: 1/8" A325 Bolts
Results of direct tension calibration of ~he 1 1/8" bolts closelY
followed the general pattern of the 7/8ft and lit bolts.. Ultiamte load was
91'.2K which is 113.85% of the specification minimum ultimate. Rupt,ure
occurred at a load of 76 ..6K and an elongation ot .30 inches ..
l!.2 Torqued Calibration
As was t~ec~se in the direct tension calibration test~ three sizes
of bolts were tested in this phase of the program.. Only a few bolts were
carried to rupture tor fear of causing damage to the Skidmore-Wilhem calibrating
(";";r:1.~::eo Figure 13 is a Load Elongation Curve of three of the lots of bolts
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used in the torqued calibration testso
7/8 ft .\325 Bolts"
Three bolts were selected from the B=>lot to be tested by tightening
the nut.against the resistance of the packing washers and the Skidmore...
Wilhelm. Notice that in this case the average ultimate load was 13 0 0% less
than the direct tension ultimate 0' Elongation at failure was 019 inches~
also less than in the direct tension testso
Tests of three Z...lot bolts revealed an average ultimate load of 55001
~hich is 1102% less than the direct tension ultimate 0, Rupture load was
W1I©Si:!."'1.tain since the tests were stopped short of failure.. Judging from pre-
',dous ,teeltS, however~ a fair approximation of the rupture l,oad would be
'If' ~~"'" ::}:',< ". "'
42.5 at;~ e:L0Ilgation of 019 inches o Bolts torqued continuously to 1/2,
lanel,l 1/2 turns revealed bolt tensions and elongation8 similar to those
of bolts which were torqued to the various turns of nut by 450 increments ..
I" ,A325 Bolts
'RG'iiC
Three A,:,,],.ot bolts were included in this portion of the tes~I3O' ."erage
.. 'K '.i' .. " ,"'>'.," ' ..
ultimate ,load ,was 56 ..0 while 9 again 9 , the rupture load was uncertaill", ,
. • ". • " ", .,'; '_. .l.. ".:. ~~ , .•
Bolts f:r?~ the Y-lot were not i~cluded in these testso
1 1/6"., A325. Bolts"
T~".~lo~bolts were tested",~E)r ~fl~, nut of the secondb9lti had
been tightened through 1 1/4 turns the dowel pin which holds the piston
:l.n ~la~~'she~~ed allowing the pistc)D to 'turn lIli~h the nut o It was decided
at th~tpoiritthat it would be unsare to continue testing these iarger
bolts in the Sio.dmore...Wilhelmo Prior to shearing of the dowel pili, ,the
:if'estilts of the' second trial followed' closely' the ~sults obtained f:t-om' .
the first f t/8" bolt.. Both tests followed the general trend established
in the 'testing of' 7/8 ti ' and Iii bolts 'byturtdng the nut.. Ultimate'load was
~',Dpl'oximately 73K"and final elongations were approximated to be about' 015 inches ..
.,
)
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403 Load-Unload-Reload Test
A 7/8" bolt from the Z-lot was chosen for this test since the torqued
calibration data for the Z",,:lot was the most complete 0 Figure 14 shows a
plot of load vSo elongation for the complete testo As in the standard
torqued calibration procedure~ 45 degree increments of turn...of...the...nut
were used until one complete revolution of the nut and corresponding load
of 5405 kips was attainedo At this point~ the direction of' turn;"of-the-
nut '~-as reversed to release the bolt tensiono Elongation measurements
~~r~taken with zero bolt tension and a permanent set of 0~0449 inches
WI!8 f~:ilind.. The nut was again tightened in 45 degree increlT$nts of turn
~mY!til fai1ureo In the reioad sequence~ ultimate load was again reached
after one half turn of the nut from the simulated "snug" positionc (8000#
bolt tension)o The bolt ruptured between 1 3/4 and l' 7/8 tum of the
reloading sequence (4505K) compared to rupture at 2 1/4 turns of the nut
for a bolt without the unloading-reloading phaseo Again~ bear in mind
that, in evel!'Y case~ turns of the nut were recorded from an initial zero
load of 8000.... bolt tension and not from a finger tight positiono
=20
5., A N A1 Y SIS 0 F RES U L T S
The following discussions and conclusions are based on the test
results of bolt calibration work done at Lehigh University.,
5.1 Direct Tension vs., Torqued Calibration
Figures 15 (a)1 (b)1 (C)1 (d) are curves comparing the load-elongation
properties of direct tension calibration and torqued calibration., In
each case it is evident that the method used to induce the internal tension
in the bolt had no effect on the tension-elongation relationship in the
~l~I;'rtic portion of the gra.phs., Beyond the proportional limit1 however
;f;j; '1J'!,¥it""J" definite decrease in ultimate strength is apparent., This decrease
in strength rages from approximately 11 per cent to approximately 25
per cent. It is also interesting ,to note the decrease in total elongation
which occurs when bolts are torqued to failure. This decrease ranged from
30 per cent of the direct tension elongation in some instances to 50 per
cent in others., In a general statement1 then1 it can be stated that turning
the nut reduces the overall performance of the fastener., The reduced
strength results from the different stress conditions present when the
bolt is tensioned by turning the nut., Frictional resistance between the
nut and bolt threads transforms some of the applied energy into torsional
shear stress thus changing the load-elongation relationship., Evidently
this frictional resistance between the bolt and nut threads becomes critical
when the material ,in the threaded portion of the bolt is stressed beyond",
the proportional limit., This account's fot' the c~ose agreement of the
load-elongation relationship below this point"
In standard erection procedures the bolt tension can be most economically
induced by turning the nut., The torqued calibration re1ationship1 then~
best, simulates the actual condition of bolts in the field. Figure 16 is
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a curve constructed from data obtained by torquing several Z-lot bolts
continuously to 1/2 turn~ 1 turn~ and 1 1/2 turns respectively from the
Iisnug" positiono These points were plotted as bands on the average torque
calibration curve of the Z-lot obtained by 450 increments of turn to give
a better idea of the area of the area of the curve involved. Notice that
the tum-of-nut procedure of first drawing the plies into contact with
the impact wrench and then turning the nut one-half turn induces a tension
in the bolt greater than the specification minimum of 0.9 E.PoL. In fact
th~ tension induced by this method is approximately 50% greater than' the
~pe©ificationminimum required bolt tension.
, The bands of 1 turn and 1 1/2 turn were plotted for general interest,
but are important in orienting ones thinking to the portion of the curve
corresponding to various turns of the nuto
~J~'\Firgu?e 17 is a bolt tension distribution chart plotted in the Large
~ --
Bolted Joints Project at Lehigh. ,Information gatered in this calibration
study was used to plot the average tension-elongation curveso· The dis-
tribution charts below were ploted to the ~ame abscissa as the load
elongation curves to show bolt tension distribution throughout joints
assembled using the turn-of-nut method. It is important to notice here
that despite the apparent scatter in elongations~ the tensions induced
in the bolt are relatively const~t d~e to their location in the "nat"
portion of the curve. Similar distribution charts plotted for other large
joints in the Lehigh project which reinforce these findings attest to the
reliability of the turn-of-nut method.
5a3 Re~use of High Strength Bolts
Tests completed to date indicate that it is entirely safe to re-use
high strength bolts if proper control is exercised. Notice in Figure 15
·Chat· during the -reloading sequence it took oruy one-half turn to reach
the ultimate load that was attained after one complete turn in the loading
sequence. Any large amount of turnin~ beyond this point will cause the
internal tepsion in the bolt to decrease and possibly come dangerously
close to the rupture load. This subject requires more careful study before
any definite conclusions can be drawn. The results of this single test.9
however.9 indicate that it would be perfectly safe to re-use high strength
bolts providing they were not damaged previously.
5.4or Effect of Grip ..
Evidence in the literature on the subj~ct of bolt calibration indicates
t~~~t grip length has a definite effect on the tension-elongation relationship.
This particular aspect of bolt calibration was not covered in these tests.9
but this fact does not alter any general conclusions concerning accurate
bolt calibration and prediction of clamping force.
5.5 Slip Coefficient
The slip coefficient of a single lap joint has been defined as
K "" Ps
S Ti
In section 1.1 it was stated that reported values of "coefficient of friction"
V8;~J depending upon when the internal tension measurements were taken and
also on the procedures used for establishing the calibration relationships.
Therefore, if one uses slip coefficient rather than coefficient of friction,
the only further qualification necessary would be to state whether a direct
tension or torqued calibration curve had been used to determine Ti.
5.6 Prediction of Clamping Force
It has been pointed out previously that the torqued calibration
procedure'sim1l1ates actual field conditions more closely than the direct·
t,ension procedure. Figure 18 is a non~dimensional plot of induced tension
di.vided by ultimate load (torqued calibration) versus elongation divided
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by elongation at rupture (torqued calibration). Data used to plot this
curve was compiled from test results of four different lots of bolts in-
cluding 7/8", I" and 1 1/8" diameters. The shaded portion indicates the
portion of the plot corresponding to 1/2 tu:rn. Notice that although the
load in the bolt is 90 pe~cen~ of. ultimate, less than 1/5 of the total
elongation has been utilized in attaining this 90% of maximum load. B.r
a similar comparison, one full turn-of..the-nut wollld-induce a maximum
,
load in the bolt while using 1/2 the total available elongation. .The
one~half turn-of-nut method, then, offers adequate efficiency for induced
tension and greater insurance against rupture.
ro'racilitate prediction ofc1arnping force there remains the problem
of obtaining some sort of correlation between direct tension and torqued
calibration. Could this be accomplished, a design engineer could apply
some factor to the ultimate load which appears on the mill report. and
predict the approximate load in the bolt at 1/2 turn-of-nut.
The average "reduction in strength" due to torqued calibration
(Figure 15 a, b, c, d) is 17.17 per cent. In addition the load in a bolt
at one half turn-of-the-nut is 90 per cent pf the torqued ultimate which
corresponds to a further decrease in direct tension ultimate of 8.23%.
Therefore, in a general statement, the clamping force in a bolt which is
torqued to 1/2 turn can be readily approximated by using a value equal
to 70% .. 80% of the mill report ultimate load.
,-, 6.p R 0 P 0 SED EXT ENS ION OF
B 0 LTC A LIB RAT ION S T- U D Y
After analyzing bolt calibration data compiled to datel' it has "e-
come evident that additional work should be done to complete the data
presently on hand. Much of this additional information will be obtained
from control tests of bolts of the second phase of the Unbuttoning Series.
The following is a list of information necessary to write a complete report
-on bolt calibrationl:
¥..!£2.t of GriE
As yet there is insufficient information to reach any conclusions
on the effect of grip length and length under head on the tension-elongation
relationl3hip. -This portion of the proposed tests would include torqued
and direct tension calibration. Bolts for this phase will be available
- -
from bolts to be used in part B of the Unbuttoning Series. By using, these
bolts information can be gathered on 7/8tt bolts of four different grip
lengths ..
Re...use of High Strength Bolts
The question of re-use of.. hi,-gh strength bolts is an extremely im-
portant one. -Erection bolts are used time and time againl' yet little is
known about what effect this has on the load-elongation relationships.
- - -
Data from the single Load-Unload...Reload test completed thus far is encourag~
,ing. In this simple testl' the bolt was unloaded after one complete turn, -
not after one-half turn as would be the caSe in, actual erection practice.
Therefore, further tests should be conducted to determine the effect of
load-unload-reload on the tension-elongation relationship"
!ffect of Thread Length
Direct tension and, torqued calibration tests shoUld be conducted on
bolts having a variable length of thread within the grip are,a. Munse, in
I
,-\ his work at Illinois, found that full threading a bolt shank increases
the elongation at a given load" Further test along this line could help
establish this trend further" Bolts for these tests will also be .available
from bolts presently ordered for further shear tests"
!ffect of Static Jacking
A limited number of tests should be conducted to investigate the
effect of static jacking a bolt in the Skidmore-Wilhelm device after it
has been torqued various amounts beyond the elastic limit" Similar tests
were conducted by Mr" J" J "Higgins of .Bethl~hem Steel Company, but the
1it.srature search revealed no other case in which t!3sts along this line
h!T~ b~en conducted"
M.iscel1aneous~--......_--
In addition to the specific cases mentioned certain other bits of
information are necessary to write a complete Bolt Calibration Study~
First, the load in a bolt in the "snugn position has not yet been established.
. --
Also, it would be interesting to collect sufficient.data to compare the
'Efficiency of the Chicago Pneumatic 610 and the Chicago Pneumatic 612
impact wrenches used on various size bolts with the current specification
time Ij,mits" In both these instances the information necessary can be
collected during the previously mentioned proposed tests" Testing procedure
for all of these proposed tests has been tried and verified in previous
.- -
bolt calibration work at Lehigh" Tension Elongation relationships would
beestab11shed as before and correlated with test results i and conclusions
. ..f
advanced to·· date"
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7.1 Definition of Terms·
le Bolt Calibration- the relating of internal bolt tension to some
other readily observed quantity.
2. Direct Tension .Calibration-- the establishing of a tension-elongation
relationship determined by pulling a single bolt in direct tension
at a precise grip.
J. Torqued Calibration- the· establishiilg ofa tension-elongation
relationship determined by elongating a single bolt by turning
the nut against the resistance of the gripped material.
4. Initial Tension(Ti)· the tension or clamping force in the bolt
..-- .....
after the joint is completely bolted but·under no external load.
- -
s'" ~... the expression used to describe the tightness of a bolt
De?Ore beginning the half tum-of-the-nut. Snug is indicated
by the impact wrench When impacting begins.
6.
8.
Snugging Tension- the tension (load) induced in a polt to simulate
the snug position.
,','
l.l ...
Sl~P Coefficient- Kim 1':1" where Pis the load at first major
slJ.p and T is the total: initial clamping force of the bolts
in the joint.
Zero Len~h- the length of· the center drilled bolt before any
jLnternai~ension is present.
9. Tension at~Ts)- the tension or clamping force in the bolt
While the JOlon is subjected to an external load equal to the
slip load (Fs ). .
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FIGURE 4 CALIBRATION OF SKIDMORE-WILHELM
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FIGURE 7 COMPLETE DIRECT TENSION-ELONGATION CURVE
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7/e 11 7/8 1 1 1 1/8
0.4t>?O 0.4620 0.6060 0.6060 0.7630
36 , ~\"r.1 ~6, 050 . 47 ,250 47,250 56,45,0
53,-/0 :/3,150 69,700 69,700 80,10P
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DmECT TENSION CALIDRATION
Number Tested.
Ultimate Load%of Specification Min. Ultimate Load
Rupture Load
Elong. at Spec. Min. Proof Load (Avg.)
Elongat~on at Ultimate (Avg.)
Elongation at Rupture (Avg.)
pounds
%
pounds
inches
iriches
inches
5
54,300
102.16
4t:: '7t::0.-', .-'
.011
;15
.31
5
56,700
106.70
45,800
.0095
.128
.25
8
60,375
113.59
49,000
.0094
.135
.242
5
74,100
106.35
63,600
.011
.180
.33
5
73;,000.
10'-/-.73
62,500
.220
.38
5
91,200
113.85
76,600
.011
.200
.30
TORQUED CALmRATION'
Number Tested
Ultimate Load%of Specification Min. Ultimate Load
Rupture Load
Elong •. at Spec. Min. Proof Load (Avg.)
Elongation at Ultimate (Avg.) _
Elongation at Rupture (Avg.),%Red. in Strength from L.V. Direct
Tensile Ultimate
pounds
%
pounds
inches
inches
inches
3
45,700
85.98
40,000
.011
.105
.19
13.0 I
none 3
55,000
103.58
43,500
.010
.0692
.19
11.2
3
56,000
80.34
47,000
.016
.053
.12
none 2
73,000
91.14
66,000
.012
.080
.15
18.8
{~ Stress Area = 3.1416 (E/2 - 3H/16)2 : where E = basic pitch diameter, andI H,=heig,t of Shjrp V thjead
FIGURE 8 RESULTS OF BOLT CALIDRATION STUDY
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FIGURE 15 a,b, c l d COMPARISON OF DIRECT TENSION AND TORQUED CALIBRATION
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